An effective scheme of multiple description video coding is proposed for transmission over packet loss network. Using priority encoding transmission, we attempt to overcome the limitation of specific scalable video codec and apply FEC-based multiple description to a common video coder, such as the standard H.264. Firstly, multiple descriptions can be generated using temporal downsampling and the frame with high motion changing is duplicated in each description. Then according to different motion characteristics between frames, each description can be divided into several messages, so in each message better temporal correlation can be maintained for better estimation when information losses occur. Based on priority encoding transmission, unequal protections are assigned in each message. Furthermore, the priority is designed in view of packet loss rate of channels and the significance of bit streams. Experimental results validate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme with better performance than the equal protection scheme and other state-of-the-art methods.
Introduction
With the explosion of the Internet, video transmission has become increasingly popular in the recent years and will continue to flourish in the future. However, network congestion and delay sensibility impose tremendous challenge on video communications. Due to network congestion, random bit errors and packet losses may cause substantial quality degradation of the compressed video sequence. In the case of real-time video application, delay sensibility has made the retransmission of corrupted data impossible. Therefore, this creates a need for coding approaches combining high compression efficiency and robustness. Multiple description coding (MDC) has emerged as an attractive framework for robust transmission over unreliable channels. It can effectively combat packet loss without any retransmission thus satisfying the demand of real time services and relieving the network congestion [1] .
Multiple description coding encodes the source message into several bit streams (descriptions) carrying different information which can then be transmitted over separate channels. Each description can be individually decoded to guarantee a minimum fidelity which is measured by side distortion. More description received can be combined to yield a higher fidelity reconstruction. In a simple architecture of two channels, the distortion generated by two received descriptions is called central distortion [2] . There are two environments for MDC. One is the on-off channels and the other is packet loss network. In the on-off MDC environment, if a channel link is broken, the description passing through that channel is lost and if it is working properly, the description is transmitted error-free. In the packet loss network, packet loss occurs in each description and all the descriptions have to be used at the decoder.
During the past years, several MDC algorithms have been proposed for the on-off channels. Based on the principle of MD scalar quantizer [3] , an MD scheme for video coding is proposed in [4] while MD correlation transform is also employed to design motion compensated MD video coding [5] . Although the above methods have shown good performance, they are incompatible with widely used standard codecs, such as H.26x and MPEG-x.
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To overcome the limitation, subsampling technique is applied, such as the MD video coder based on spatial subsampling [6] and the MD video coder based on temporal sub-sampling [7] . Furthermore, a new approach to MDC is proposed in [8] , suitable for block-transform coders, which are the basis of current video coding standards. In [9] , multiple scalable descriptions are generated from a single SVC-compliant bitstream by mapping scalability layers of different frames to different descriptions. And the new schemes of MD video coding are also presented in [10, 11] based on H.264/AVC. In view of packet loss network, an unequal packet loss protection scheme is designed in [12] for robust H.264/AVC bitstream transmission, which can achieve higher PSNR values and better user perceived quality than the equal loss protection scheme. In [13] the proposed MD system uses an overdetermined filter bank to generate multiple descriptions and allows for exact signal reconstruction in the presence of packet losses, which is reported to be competitive compared with other spatial subsampling scheme.
For transmission over packet loss network, FEC-based multiple description (FEC-MD) is an attractive approach. The basic idea is to partition a source bit stream into segments with different importance, and protect these segments using different amounts of FEC channel codes, so as to convert a prioritized bit stream into multiple nonprioritized segments. However, this method currently is limited to the scalable video coders [14] [15] [16] . In [17] , the scheme can be independent from any specific scalable application. However, as the important factor for the amount of added redundancy, the priority is not optimized to satisfy the channel characteristics.
Inspired by [17] , in this paper, we attempt to overcome the limitation of specific scalable video codec and apply FEC-MD to a common video coder, such as the standard H.264. According to different motion characteristics between frames, an original video sequence is divided into several subsequences as messages, so in each message better temporal correlation can be maintained for better estimation when information losses occur. Based on priority encoding transmission, unequal protections are assigned in each message. Furthermore, the priority is designed in view of packet loss rate of channels and the significance of bit streams.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, an overview of the proposed MD coding scheme is given. In Section 3, the design of priority is presented in detail. The performance of the proposed scheme is examined in Section 4. We conclude the paper in Section 5. Figure 1 illustrates our scheme and a step-by-step recipe is explained as follows.
Overview of the Proposed Scheme
Step 1 (Temporal downsampling). In this paper, multiple descriptions can be generated using temporal downsampling. Here, take two descriptions as a simple example. In the conventional method, odd and even frames can be separated to produce two descriptions. However, for the frames with high motion changing, simple splitting may result in difficult estimation of lost information at the decoder. Therefore, in the proposed scheme these frames are duplicated in each description to maintain the temporal correlations when the original video is downsampled.
For any two neighboring frames, the motion vector for each macroblock (MB) is computed and the maximal motion vector (MV x , MV y ) can be obtained. Here, MV = MV 2 x + MV 2 y . The change of MV can be used as the measure to determine the motion between the frames. For any three neighboring frames denoted by k, k − 1, and
is considered between frames k and k − 1. For keeping temporal correlations between the frames, frames k and k − 1 are duplicated in each description. Here, the threshold T is an experience value, which can be determined according to many experimental results.
Suppose in a video with 10 frames high motion exists between the 5th frame and 6th frame. As a result, two generated descriptions are as follows: Description 1 is organized by frame 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9 and Description 2 is frames 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10. It can be seen frame 5 and 6 are duplicated in each descriptions. At the same time, the serial number of the frames can be adopted to distinguish the position of the frames with motion changing, that is, the continuous frame sequence such as frames 5 and 6 can mean that high motion occurs.
Step 2 (Message construction). In view of the motion characteristics between the frames, each description can be divided into messages at the position of high motion. In the above example, Description 1 can be divided into two messages, that is, frames 1, 3, 5 as one message and frames 6, 7, 9 as the other message. Similarly in Description 2, the two messages are frames 2, 4, 5 and frames 6, 8, 10, respectively.
Message construction may lead to some improvements. Firstly, flexible group of picture (GOP) is available due to different message construction. The first frame in each message can be intraencoded as I frame and the encoding structure of GOP is chosen according to the length of the message. It is noted that the threshold value T can influence flexible GOP structure, because the length of each message may become longer with T increasing, which leads to the change of GOP structure. Next, Unequal error protection can be applied to both levels of intra-and intermessage. Firstly, unequal amounts of FEC bytes can be assigned to each frame due to different significance of I, P, B frames, which can produce the intra-message unequal protection. Furthermore, different amounts of I, P, B frames exist in the distinct GOP, which can lead to the unequal protection on the intermessage level.
Step 3 (Standard encoder). Each message can be encoded to bit streams using current standard codec. Here, H.264 encoder is chosen and obviously the proposed scheme is compatible with the standard codec. It is noted that in each message flexible group of picture (GOP) is employed which is helpful to refresh intraframe adaptively. Compared with the uniform period of intraframe, adaptive refreshment can keep up with the motion change between frames, so better temporal correlation can be maintained to achieve better error concealment if frame loss occurs in one message at the decoder.
Step 4 (Priority encoding transmission (PET)). Priority encoding transmission is an algorithm that assigns unequal amounts of FEC bytes to different segments of the message according to specified priorities. Priorities are expressed by percentage of packets needed to reconstruct the original information. When the priority is high, corresponding message segment can be recovered using few packets received by the decoder. At the same time, low priority means that more packets are needed to recover the message segments. For the message segments with FEC, as long as the number of lost packets is less than or equal to the number of FEC bytes, the entire recover will be achieved [17] .
Here, the message segments in each bit stream can be composed of three types, that is, I frames, P frames, and B frames after H.264 encoding. In view of different significance, I frames have the highest priority and P frames have higher priority than B frames. In this paper, the packet loss rate of channels is also taken into account to design the priority, which will be discussed in Section 3 in detail. Figure 2 depicts a simple example of priority encoding transmission. For the message with 19 bytes, there are three segments whose priorities are 40%, 60%, and 100% respectively. Firstly, according to the demanded packet size 6 bytes and the priorities, each segment can be divided into blocks with appropriate FEC bytes. Here, since the priority of segment 1 is 40%, each block with 2 bytes is added by 3 FEC bytes. In the same way, each block with 3 bytes in segment 2 is protected by 2 bytes according to the priority 60%. It is noted that since the length of segment 2 is 10 bytes which cannot be divided averagely by 3 bytes, the length of block 3 has one more byte than the other two blocks. Additionally, for the priority 100% of segment 3, no FEC bytes are needed. Then the new message which includes the original data and FEC bytes will be mapped into 5 packets shown as Figure 2 . These packets can be transmitted to the receiver over channels.
Step 5 (Decoder design with error concealment). In the onoff channel environment, two cases for decoding should be taken into account, that is, the design of central decoder and side decoder. Since the two descriptions are generated by odd and even means, at the central decoder, the two video subsequences after standard decoding can be interleaved firstly. Then according to the serial number of the frames, the duplicated frames will be removed to obtain the central reconstruction. If only one channel works, the side decoder is employed to estimate the lost information. The widely-used method of motion compensation interpolation (MCI) based on the piecewise uniform motion assumption is performed by bidirectional motion estimation, which may produce overlapped pixels and holes in the estimated frame.
For convenience, we denote by f the estimated frame between frame f k and frame f k+1 and by MV( in the estimated frame, we can compute a preliminary reconstruction as background
Furthermore, the forward and backward motion compensation can be performed for frames f k+1 and f k , respectively. To solve the overlapped problem of MCI, the mean values of overlapped pixels are adopted for motion compensation. Then the preliminary background may be replaced by the MCI-based reconstruction according to
In packet loss network, due to both descriptions received suffering from packet losses, only central decoder should be designed. After standard decoding, the two generated video subsequences are interleaved by odd and even means firstly to produce a video with redundant frames. At the decoder the segments whose priorities are not higher than the fraction of packet received can be recover totally. Otherwise, the segment of higher priorities cannot remedy the error data due to packet loss, which may turn to the frames loss. In this case, error concealment should be used to estimate the lost frames. For lost I frame or P frame within one message, the last I frame or P frame that has been decoded correctly can be adopted for forward prediction using motion compensation extrapolation. For lost B frame within one message, its forward and backward I frame or P frame can be used for bidirectional prediction using motion compensation interpolation. Lastly, the duplicated frames are removed to obtain the central reconstruction.
The Design of Priority
In the algorithm of priority encoding transmission, the priority percent of segments in each message is a significant factor that can determine the amount of the FEC bytes added, so the design of priority aims to achieve better reconstruction at the cost of fewer FEC bytes. Therefore, we can assign the priority to each segment according to their contribution for the improvement of the message reconstruction. In order to estimate the contribution of the segment, a decoding process with error concealment is simulated at the encoder. To facilitate the following, some notations are defined in the following.
Let us assume that I frame, P frame, and B frame are the three types of segments in the description. PSNR(I) denotes the reconstruction quality of the message when only I frames can be decoded correctly. For simplicity the lost P or B frame can be reconstructed as the copy of I frame. PSNR(I, P) then represents the recovery when both I and P frames can be received correctly. Here, the lost B frame can be estimated using motion compensation interpolation.
And PSNR(I, P, B) is the entirely reconstruction with no losses. Obviously, PSNR(I,P, B) > PSNR(I, P) > PSNR(I).
Therefore, we can consider that the improvement due to P frame is PSNR (P) = PSNR(I, P) − PSNR(I). In the same way, the improvement from B frame is PSNR(B) = PSNR(I, P, B) − PSNR(I, P). pri(I); pri(P) and pri(B) are the preliminary priorities of I frame, P frame, and B frame, 
Here, the constant parameter k can be adjusted to satisfy the bit rate. The above formulas provide the basic relationship between three priorities, so pri(I), pri(P), and pri(B) can be computed from one to the other. That is,
If the largest packet loss rate (PLR) of channels is taken into account and the acceptable lowest reconstruction quality is PSNR, the formulas can be modified as follows.
If PSNR ≥ PSNR(I), then the priorities can be updated as pri(I) = 1 − PLR and pri(P), and pri(B) can be computed according to their relationship.
Similarly, if PSNR ≥ PSNR(I, P), then the priorities will be modified as pri(I) = pri(P) = 1 − PLR and pri(B) can also be computed from pri(I).
If PSNR = PSNR(I, P, B), that is, the entire recovery should be achieved, then pri(I) = pri(P) = pri(B) = 1−PLR.
The design of priority needs the decoding process with error concealment which increases the encoding computational complexity to some extent. However, we use frame level-based error concealment to lower the complexity. When computing PSNR(I), frame duplication is a fast algorithm to reconstruct the lost frames. When computing PSNR(I, P), the motion between frames is considered uniform. Therefore multiple lost frames can be estimated by calculating once motion compensation interpolation. When computing PSNR(I, P, B), we can utilize the reconstructed reference frames in H.264 encoding process to reduce the complexity. Moreover, the decision of priority can be implemented offline which guarantees the real time of the whole system.
Experimental Results
In this section, the proposed scheme is tested using some standard video sequence in CIF-YUV 4 : 2 : 0 or QCIF-YUV 4:2:0 format. The frame rate is 30 fps. As for the video codec, we have employed H.264 encoder [18] and the software version is JM10.2. Firstly, we present the proposed message construction and the performance of flexible GOP. Next, the advantage of the proposed scheme exhibits compared with the equal protection scheme. Lastly, in view of different MD environments, that is, the on-off channel environment and packet loss network, the experiments are performed to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed scheme with respect to state-of-the-art methods. Figure 3 shows MV s of maximal motion vectors for the standard video sequence "Coastguard.qcif ". Here, the threshold T = 1. In the original video "Coastguard.qcif ", according to the position of high motion 18 frames are duplicated and then 13 messages are constructed in each description shown in Figure 4 . According to the frame amounts of messages in Figure 4 , the coding structure for each description, that is, the coding type for each frame is designed and shown in Table 1 . From Table 1 , the flexible GOP to satisfy the different message can be seen. Furthermore, the frames with high motion are encoded as I frame, which turns to be assigned important protection using PET algorithm.
Message Construction.

Flexible GOP.
To substantiate the improvement of the proposed scheme with flexible GOP, the following experiment is performed. The first 100 frames of the standard video "Coastguard.qcif " are selected to produce two descriptions directly by odd/even frame splitting. Then the generated descriptions are encoded by H.264 with flexible GOP and fixed GOP. Lastly, the same error concealment is applied to reconstruct the lost frames when only one description is received. Here, the flexible GOP is as Table 1 for "Coastguard.qcif " and the fixed GOP is I-P-B-B-P-B-B. From Figure 5 (a), it can be seen that better rate distortion performance is achieved by the flexible GOP than fixed GOP. Furthermore, in Figure 5 (b) the standard video "Foreman.qcif " is also tested to obtain the same results. Figure 4 , the 300 frames of "Coastguard.qcif " can be split into two descriptions and each description has 13 messages. The quantization parameters are chosen as QP (I: 25, P: 30, B: 30). And the coding structure of each message is shown in Table 1 . After H.264 encoder, the total bit rate of all the messages is 124.59 kbps. The following experiments are based on such compressed bit streams.
Equal Protection Scheme Comparison. According to
After priority encoding transmission, the total bit rate of information data and FEC is 177.98 kbps for 300 frames. To make a fair comparison, the quantization parameters, coding structure, and error concealment are the same in the equal protection scheme. Figure 6 shows the performance of the proposed scheme against the equal protection over packet loss network at the same total bit rate. It is noted that in equal protection scheme, the same amounts of FEC bytes are assigned to the segments, which means the same priorities when using PET algorithm. From Figure 6 (a), we can see that at the low packet loss rate (<30%), the performance of equal protection surpasses the proposed scheme and the largest gap between the two schemes is less than 1dB. However, at the packet loss rate 35%, the proposed scheme can degrade gracefully while the equal protection has a sharp transition. Here, the largest gap that the propose scheme surpasses the equal protection is about 6 dB. This is because in equal protection scheme the priorities of all the frames are 30%, that is, at the packet loss rate 35% almost all the frames cannot be decoded correctly, which results in the sharp degrade of the quality. Figure 6 (b) shows the performance of each frame at the packet loss rate of 35%. Obviously, the proposed scheme has taken more advantages than the equal protection. We have also investigated the visual subjective quality of the proposed scheme compared with equal protection scheme. In Figure 7 it can be seen that in equal protection scheme, substantial distortion exists from the 27th frame to the 30th frame and the frame quality is significantly improved by the proposed scheme.
On-Off Channel Environment.
In the following experiment, the rate distortion performance is compared between the proposed with the scheme based on H.264 [11] in the onoff channel environment. For a fair comparison, the first 150 frames of "Mobile.cif " are selected and the coding structure is IPPP. . . without B frames. Figure 8 shows the central and side distortion performance of the proposed scheme against the scheme [11] at the same bit rate. From the figures, we can clearly see that the proposed scheme outperforms the tested scheme by about 0.3-0.8 dB in side distortion and 0.7-1.8 dB in central distortion. From Figure 8 (b), we can see that with the bit rate increasing, PSNR gain becomes better due to better performance of error concealment at the decoder.
Packet Loss Network.
We then evaluate the performance of the proposed video coding scheme compared with the MD system based on spatial sub-sampling [13] and other unequal protection scheme [12] in packet loss network. Firstly, the 100 frames of "New.cif " are selected and the GOP structure is I BBBB P BBBB P BBBB P BBBB I for a fair comparison. From Figure 9 , it can be seen that for the packet loss rates 1% and 10%, the proposed scheme performs better than the scheme in [13] , which may result from better temporal correlation in the proposed scheme to estimate the lost information.
Next, the 100 frames of "Paris.cif " have been encoded in an IPBPB. . . structure for the comparison with the unequal protection scheme in [12] . The packet loss rate is tuned from 1% to 20%. Figure 10 shows the better performance of the proposed scheme than the compared one [12] . In [12] only three kinds of RS code are used for unequal protection, which may be a limitation of the performance.
Conclusion
An MD video coding scheme using priority encoding transmission has been developed in the paper. Effective design of priority has been accommodated in the proposed system to achieve better performance against the packet loss rate. For the message construction, different motion characteristics between frames are taken into account, so in each message, better temporal correlation can be maintained for better estimation when information losses occur. Furthermore, in view of the compatibility with the standard video codec, the proposed scheme may be a worthy choice for the MD coding.
